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It happened again the other day: for a moment, I was face to face with my own personal demons. I was
faced with someone who for a quick moment appeared to grow horns as he drove through downtown
Ithaca. I was driving home after getting some groceries when it happened. I needed to get over into the
right lane to turn, but that figure out of mythology appeared out of nowhere. You might have thought
that it was someone driving a truck, but I could almost make out that there was a pronged pitchfork in
the passenger seat. Just for a moment you would have thought that there was a pointy tail. The truck
did not let me get over and I still think I can hear the demonic laughter.

I would have thought it was a coincidence, but a couple of days later I was sitting in my house when the
speaker that I listen to music on slipped off of my bedside table and landed on the power cord. There
must have been demonic laughter in the middle of that odd bit of noise. Now the speaker is broken and
I could have sworn that that there was the impression of a pitchfork reflected in the nearby mirror.

Of course, I’m exaggerating a bit, but the alternative is just as frightening. I spent time praying over my
encounters with my own personal devil and I have come to a conclusion that bothers me greatly. The
conclusions are simple, but the reality it speaks to is very difficult.

Chances are that the devil is not driving through downtown Ithaca. The devil probably was not driving
that truck with the trailer or even that SUV that cut me off on the way to get a cup of coffee to calm
down. Chances are that I came across busy people who were not out to get me, but who were more
likely thinking about their own lives, distracted, or just not paying attention. There likely were no
pitchforks or horns involved: just ordinary people that frustrated me. It is also very likely that I did not
put the speaker somewhere safe enough: it is likely my own fault that the speaker fell and not the effort
of some demonic force to break my speaker.

The reality is that things likely just happened, which raises a very difficult question: Why am I so very
quick to get angry and frustrated? I am exaggerating about the pitchfork and horns, but why am I so
quick to label other people as being cruel, mean, or thoughtless? Why do I rush to anger?

There’s a story in 2 Kings about the prophet Elisha. Elisha travelled across the land as a prophet.
Elisha was often alone with his servant, but travelled on occasion with other prophets. Once, during a
famine, Elisha was with a whole company of prophets when the group became hungry. Elisha asked his
servant to make stew, which the servant made. While gathering herbs for the stew, the servant found a
wild gourd, which he chopped into pieces to toss into the pot.

When the prophets found the gourd in their stew, the prophets panicked. There was death in the pot!
The gourd was recognized as something dreadful, awful, and deadly. Was the gourd deadly? We do not
know for certain. All we know is that it was a wild gourd and it terrified the prophets.

In my life, when I look at reactions like those I had to bad drivers and broken speakers, I find myself
realizing something awful. There is death in the pot of my life. There’s absolutely no reason to jump to
the conclusion that other drivers are as malicious as I assume other than to realize that something is



right. I get really frustrated in traffic and any bit of cool that I might have in my heart and mind go flying
out the window when things are going awry.

What is that death in my pot? You could call it impatience or frustration. You could label it as residual
stress or a short fuse. You could even call it a sinful nature or a wrathful disposition, but I think it is
described well by the prophets in our reading. There is death in my pot.

I do not know the specifics of everyone’s life in this room and out on the internet, but I know that I
cannot be alone in having moments when I realize that there’s something askew in me. Things do not
line up perfectly, I get frustrated, and I get angry. What do I do in such moments?

Well, I wish the answer was to throw flour around. For Elisha, the flour did the trick, but for most of us,
unless you are frustrated that your pizza dough is too moist and sticky, chances are that flour is not
going to solve your problem. I think the answer lies in our other reading.

Our letter is attributed by our scriptures to the Apostle Peter. Peter wrote: “Humble yourselves therefore
under the mighty hand of God, so that he may exalt you in due time. Cast all your anxiety on him,
because he cares for you.”

Humble yourself? I wish I could go back to the flour sometimes, but the answer for Peter is for us to
have humility in the midst of our challenges. What do we do when the pitchfork and horns pop out in
traffic? For Peter, one part of that is the encouragement to discipline ourselves and to stay alert, but the
other part is to have enough humility to put down the waving fist and to hand our own cares over to
God.

Handing our anxieties off to God is a challenging endeavor. I think it is no mistake that this act is
connected with discipline and being alert. As we go about our days, it can be incredibly important to pay
attention. The person in the car sticks out like a sore thumb, but what about the moments when things
are less noticeable?

What about the times when this happens in our everyday life? What about the times when we have a
short fuse? What happens when the little things like running out of flour in the middle of a recipe come
up in our lives?

Do we have the discipline to keep handing those things over to God? Do we have the ability to make
that choice with our lives consistently?

There was an ancient Greek philosopher named Heraclitus who had some really interesting opinions.
Many of those ideas were far out there, but one of the most interesting things Heraclitus did was state
that you could not cross the same river twice. Life is a lot like that in my opinion.

Think about it: you walk into a river and the river looks one way. You step a few feet into the river and
the water that was around your feet has now flown downstream. The fish that were in the water have
moved, the air around it shifted, and everything around you may have moved just a little bit. Each part
of the experience of the river shifts as time goes by. No matter how hard you try, the river will never be
the same river twice, no matter how hard you try to hang onto that moment.



Heraclitus basically taught that change happening was the only thing that never changed. Change is
constant and inevitable. What an interesting opinion from someone who is not even a part of the
church.

The reality is that Heraclitus was right. The river we walk through on a daily basis is a river that will
never happen again. The journey we have through this river of life is a one time affair that is always
changing and never the same. As we travel that journey there will be reasons to be frustrated: bad
drivers, broken speakers, and every day frustrations.

Things will continue to happen and the river will keep flowing on by. Truly the only thing we can control
is how we walk through that river. For me, I think the key is to work on not dragging my muck into the
river with me. I need to work on not letting those everyday frustrations build up to the point that they are
in the water I drink, the food I eat, and everything else around me and others. If I am going to be
walking down the river of life today and cannot repeat that journey, I want to make it a journey without
all the junk that I can drag with me.

How do we get rid of that? Peter says to give your anxieties to God. What does that look like? For each
person it can look different. For me, it means accepting that the person driving next to me is probably
not the devil. They are probably just an ordinary person going about their own life. This anger in me
probably shouldn’t be taken out on that poor person, so I need to turn to God, to admit I’m angry, and
ask God to take that anger away from me. If I can let it go, that’s great. If I can’t let it go, I hand it over
to the best of my ability and then pretend that God has all of it. I make myself willing to hand over that
anger and then I trust that God can actually take that anger away even if I can’t let go on my own. I pray
that God takes what is left.

It is incredibly important to me that I at least try. When done, I trust that God can handle the rest.
Meanwhile, this week I encourage you to remember that if you see the devil driving in the car next to
you, it is the week of Halloween and they probably are not actually the devil. Life will frustrate you, you
do not need to go looking for it. When it comes, that person doesn’t need to be the devil for you to
admit your frustration..

Second, I encourage you to think about whether or not you really want to keep hanging on to your
frustrations and anxieties. If you are done carrying those, I invite you to trust them to God. Let us pray.


